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I n the Gallery of the National Museum in Warsaw is displayed a battle 
scenę painted with oils on panel, measuring 162 x 232 cm (5 f t . 3 3/4 in. 
x 7 f t . 73/8 in.), slightly trimmed on the top and on both sides but in 

generał well preserved, without substantial damage or retouching. I t represents 
the battle of Orsha (Polish Orsza), a town in Byelorussia on the Dnieper river, 
fought on 8 September 1514 between the allied forces of Poland and 
Lithuania on one side and the army of Vassili I I I , Grand Duke of Muscovy, 
on the other. 

The history of this painting is sketchy. Probably it was executed in 
Cracow not very long after the battle. In the second half of the nineteenth 
century it appeared in the Museum Schlesischer Altertiimer in Breslau and 
attracted the attention of German art historians, who correctly defined the 
subject and attributed the work to the German painter Jórg Breu, who died 
in 1537.1 More modern opinion tends to place it nearer to the artistic 
ambience of Cranach the Elder, a view shared by the Polish monographers 
S. Herbst and M. Walicki, who liked to connect it with a certain anonymous 
master active in Poland and felt strongly that the composition was made 
immediately after the battle on a basis of eye-witness descriptions (more 
of this at the end of the present essay).2 In the 1950's, art historian J. 
Białostocki pointed out that the big cannon depicted in the foreground 
strongly resembles the one in the well-known Diirer etching The Great 
Cannon, which is signed and dated 1518 (p. 136). Bialostocki's conclusion 
was that the painter of the Battle did not have a real cannon as a model 
and therefore resorted to a readily available copy of the Diirer print.3 This 
stand was, however, soon attacked by arms historians. Zofia Stefańska, 
of the Polish Army Museum in Warsaw, made a detailed analysis of both 
representations and proved the superior accuracy of the Orsha version, 
concluding that it would have been easy to reconstruct the cannon in the 
print from the one in the painting, but impossible to paint so convincing 
and faithful an image basing it only on the print, which was neither exact 
nor explicit (in the painting, some parts are even shown war-worn!).4 Biało
stocki did not relinąuish his stand but rather clung to it tenaciously, unable 
to reconcile himself to the thought that the great Nuremberger could have 
borrowed any motif from a painting probably executed in Cracow! 3 

But apart from such interesting if circumscribed polemics, The Battle 
of Orsha has been insufficiently acknowledged by arms and armour historians 
outside Poland as the extraordinary source of information that in fact it 
is; and even within Poland the studies dedicated to it have been fragmentary 
and sporadic. Single Orsha figures and sometimes whole groups have been 
reproduced and discussed in various publications, but so far no attempt 
has been made at a comprehensive exegesis of the entire work. The present 
endeavour may be of aid in solving some of the problems posed by its 
seemingly arbitrary (but in fact, highly conseąuential) complexity; let us 
begin with a summary of the historical events that led up to its creation. 
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The Grand Duchy of Lithuania, united with Poland in 1386 under the 
rule of the Jagiellons, comprised, besides the ethnic Lithuanian lands, vast 
Ruthenian and Russian territories conquered by the Lithuanian dukes in the 
course of the fourteenth century. This caused conflicts with Muscovy which, 
after its release from the Tartar yoke, embarked on a policy of uniting 
all lands populated by Ruthenian- and Russian-speaking peoples, and of trying 
to regain these from Lithuania. At first Poland did not take part in these 
conflicts, but eventually she did become involved during the reign of the 
Jagiellonian king Sigismund I. In July, 1514, a Muscovite army took Smo
leńsk. In response, a great Polish-Lithuanian force marched out from the 
region of Wilna to reconąuer the city. There were about 3 5 , 0 0 0 soldiers, 
consisting of 1 5 , 0 0 0 Lithuanian generał levy, 1 7 , 0 0 0 mercenary Polish 
cavalry and infantry with large artillery, and 3 , 0 0 0 volunteer cavalry consisting 
of Polish magnates. The commander-in-chief of the allied forces was Duke 
Constantin Ostrogski, Hetman of Lithuania; his second-in-command was 
the Voivode Jerzy Radziwiłł, while the Polish troops were led by Janusz 
Swierczowski and Wojciech Sampolinski.6 

The Muscovite forces, twice as numerous, were constituted in traditional 
fashion. Leaving a strong garrison in the fortress of Smoleńsk and in neigh-
bouring castles, Grand Duke Vassili sent the main body to oppose the 
invaders, placing in command his equerry, Ivan Andreevitch Czeladnin, 
with Duke Mihail Golica and Grigori Fedorovitch Davidov, Governor of 
Pskov, as co-commanders. Czeladnin decided to give battle near Orsha, 
in the place where the Dnieper bends southward. In a first line, over a front 
of about three kilometers ( 1 4 / 5 miles), he deployed his detachment of the 
vanguard, which reached the river bank with its right wing; behind these 
stood, on both wings, the detachments of the extreme left and right, and 
between these the great main detachment; a rear-guard, entirely cavalry 
forces without artillery, waited in reserve on a rise. 

The Polish-Lithuanian army was much more diversified. It consisted 
of various types of cavalry, infantry and artillery, and boasted skilled 
sappers and engineers disposing of entire trains of pontoons, so that by the 
night of 7 September the allied body had succeeded in crossing the Dnieper 
on two special bridges built on large barrels. Once over on the left bank, 
positions were taken up facing the enemy across the plain enclosed by the 
curving river; the disposition was the traditional old Polish array: two 
front detachments of cavalry flanking a part of the infantry, two main 
detachments of cavalry behind these, three detachments of light horse at 
each wing-end left and right, and the rest of the infantry and the artillery 
hidden in a wood near the extremity of the right wing. 

Czeladnin's tactic was to outflank the enemy and then push him to 
the river, but this move led to a dangerous extension of his line. At about 
noon the front troops of the Polish-Lithuanian army started to move for-
ward; and at the same time Czeladnin threw his detachment of the right 
hand, commanded by Duke Golica, against the Lithuanian light cavalry. 
This attack was repelled by a charge of the Polish armoured horsemen led 
by Sampolinski. The next attack, this time by the left-hand detachment of 
Muscovites, was also stopped, and then a feigned flight of the Lithuanian light 
horse led the pursuers under the fire of the big guns hidden in the wood. 
This precipitated first panic and retreat, then the dispersion of the Musco-
vites. Czeladnin was taken prisoner, together with several thousand of his 
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soldiers. In conseąuence of the victory, the Polish-Lithuanian army regained 
several castles, but was unable to reconąuer Smoleńsk. Thus the strategie 
aims of the war were not achieved by the Polish-Lithuanian State. Never-
theless, Orsha proved valuable for political propaganda, especially in the 
difficult diplomatic game played by King Sigismund with Emperor Maximilian 
I . The most important Congress of the Jagiellons and Habsburgs took place 
in Vienna less than a year later, in 1515; an alliance and an agreement on 
spheres of interest of the two powerful dynasties were concluded. If it 
is true that the painting was brought to this assembly as a gift from king 
to emperor, with obvious propagandistic aims, then I am inclined to think 
that it had some effect upon the negotiations. 

STRUCTURE OF THE PAINTING 

As a painting, The Bat tle of Orsha is difficult to absorb; at first glance 
it gives the impression of chaos — only through patient, systematic ex-
amination, preceded by study of historical documentation, can one find 
deliberate order. The events are portrayed in simultaneous representation: 
successive episodes, often involving the same personages, are shown in 
one pictorial field without any indication of the passage of time, as in 
many works of the Italian Tre- and Quattrocento. The picture was meant 
to be read from right to left, in strips from top to bottom, and in some 
places from bottom to top. The viewpoint is aerial, and the resulting perspec-
tive is adhered to rigorously: figures and objects diminish towards the top, 
most sharply towards the top left corner. The battle is seen from the 
Polish side. Białostocki rightly observed that the composition was based 
on the "subjective" or empirical perspective used by the Northern painters 
especially miniaturists, in the fifteenth century. This technique, unlike 
that of the Italian Quattrocento's perspective through abstract geometrical 
lines, reproduces forms as though reflected in a glass sphere, sińce it curves 
space and arches movements.7 The bottom of the painting is bordered by 
the Dnieper river seen from the north-west, flowing southward, parallel 
to the right edge of the panel in the direction of the top right corner. 
In this way the whole battlefield encompassed by the river bend was 
correctly determined. The field, with a long gorge, is sandy and overgrown 
with thin spruce; its colours are those of early autumn. 

Perhaps the most striking peculiarity of this picture is its teeming 
population, which is almost enough to make the viewer dizzy. But study 
has revealed the involvement of an unexpected rule: in some parts a 
definite number module applies, many separate groups of figures numbering 
seven or its multiple, while some other ąuantities are also systematically 
repeated. This is probably not fortuitous: the Renaissance cult of numbers 
and their magie was, it would seem, familiar to our author, who may have 
sought to overcome by means of numbers the space limitations of the 
panel on which he intended to render faitbfully a raging battle. 

In the description that follows, the painting has been divided into 
four Sections and forty-six Scenes. Most of the latter depict entire events 
or situations, but some are only close-ups of figures to facilitate examination 
of, and commentary on, certain features. An appendix of drawings is included 
at the end of the article to further facilitate examination of details. Each 
illustration is cross-referenced in the text for identification. 
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Ouerall view of The Battle of Orsha, fought 
in Byelorussia on the Dnieper river on 8 
September 1514 between the allied forces of 
Poland and Lithuania on one side and the 
army of Yassili I I I , Grand Duke of Muskovy, 

on the other; recorded by an unidentified 
arłist not long after the event. Painted on 
wood, the work measures 162 x 232 cm. = 
approx. 5 ft. 4 in. x 7 ft. 8 in. (National 
Museum, Warsaw) 
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S E C T I O N I : C A M P O F T H E P O L I S H - L I T H U A N I A N FORCES A N D 
T H E C R O S S I N G O F T H E D N I E P E R . 

Scenę i ( left): The Polish-Lithuanian fortified camp. Fragment of a camp 
fortified by war waggons lashed together (in German: WagenburgJ , on the 
right bank of the Dnieper, near the town of Orsha. Two waggons covered 
with red fabric are well visible; a third with a yellow cover is only partly 
discernible. Inside the camp, a pontoon barrel is lying on the ground. Two 
marksmen are shooting guns rested across the waggon top; next to them 
stands a helmeted infantryman with a winged spear. 

The use of luar waggons for camp defence was invented by the 
Hussites and adopted in the fifteenth century by the Poles, who perfected 
it. It proved very efjective, especially on the vast steppes of Eastern 
Europę. The theory of managing a military train was elaborated by Jan 
Tarnowski, who participated in the battle of Orsha as a young man; later 
appointed Grand Hetman of the Crown, he won several decisive victories 
using traźns, the most spectacular being that over the Wallachians at 
Obertyn in 1531. In open-field battles the waggon camp was strongly 
garrisoned as a fortress of last resort. 

Scenę 2 (below): Staff of the Polish-Lithuanian forces. In the foreground is 
the white-bearded Duke Constantin Ostrogski, Grand Hetman of Lithuania, 
commander-in-chief of the allied forces: his head is covered by a bonnet 
of gold net similar to that used by King Sigismund; he is clad in a long 
purple gown (the Polish ferezja, reminiscent of the robe of the Byzantine 
rulers) braided with gold across the breast. He wears two large gold chains 
and high black boots eąuipped with a wing of metal to protect the ankle, 
so vulnerable for the rider without leg armour. (The author has found no 
other example, real or iconographical, of such a wing. It must be one of 
those ephemeral objects which, briefly needed and produced, disappeared 
leaying hardly a tracę). The Hetman supports his foot on a hooped stirrup 
with a bali beneath. 

On his left side is a typical Hungarian gilded sabre suspended on or-
namented belts. The Hetman's sable-coloured steed is covered with a blue 
caparison; the trappings are red with golden plates. The horse's eye is 
almost human in form and expression, a characteristic of the school of 
Granach the Elder. The Hetman is vividly gesticulating, pointing toward 
the battlefiełd. 

Ostrogski, bom c. 1460, was about fifty-four at the time of the battle, 
but here looks older. According to contemporaries he was "of smali 
posturę but of magnificent heart, accessible to everybody, generous to the 
knights, merciful to captiues, more experienced in war than anyone". He 
was one of those powerful Byelorussian dukes who, after the Polish-
Lithuanian union, were polonized and played an important role in the 
State. As a young man he was taken prisoner by Ivan I I I , Grand Duke of 
Moscow, and forced to swear allegiance. Sent to fight the Tartars, he won 
a great victory, but escaped from Muscovy under the protection of the 
Polish king. In 1512, as Lithuanian Hetman, he again defeated the Tartars 
at Wisniowiec; two years later he became the hero of Orsha. 

In the painting two mounted officers, one Polish, one Lithuanian, 
form the Hetman's staff. The forward officer with raised arm has features 
typical of the Sarmatians (that branch of the Slavic peoples to which Poles 
attribute their origins): an oval, beardless face, downward-curved moustache, 
and a mild expression. He wears a kind of renaissance toąue, and a Polish 
delia gown, braided in front. Only partly visible, the Lithuanian officer has 
a different type of physiognomy and costume, a large bearded face, tense 
and seuere, topped by a fur cap matching a red fur-lined coat. 

The Hetman is accompanied by his mounted pennon-bearer - a bearded 
Lithuanian wearing a white Tartar-style pointed fur cap and a red ferezja. 
The pennon on the spiked staff is a red square with two gilded heroldie 
devices of Ostrogski: the upper one is called Ogonczyk in Polish, the lower 
Leliwa. Ostrogski, hauing served the old Russian Ruryk family - the famous 
ruling dynasty - had used the traditional heraldic symbol of St. George 
and the dragon. But in Poland, after his Muscovite captivity, he changed 
his coat of arms to the signs of two Polish families, Koscielecki and Tar
nowski, first his friends, later relatives by marriage. 
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Scenę 3 (left): Detachment of fourteen hussars approaching the ford (a 
modular group). The group is headed by a commander with characteństic 
black hair and beard, wearing a hussar top hat of black felt with gilded 
metal rim and plume holder, a purple Hungarian dolman coat with gold 
braid and a sleeved Hungarian mente cloak lined with ermine. He rides a 
chestnut horse and his right arm is slightly raised in a gesture of halting 
or peroration. He may be George Radziwiłł, nicknamed "Hercules" at the 
time of the battle, Voivode of Kiev, and Hetman of Lithuania after the 
death of Ostrogski in 1531. 

To the lower right of the commander rides a hussar wearing a sea-
green hat, a green-pink dolman with standing collar, a brocaded mente 
cloak, tight green hose, red half-length boots with the ankle wing, spurs 
with long necks and rowels, hoop stirrups, a gilded belt, a Hungarian sabre 
and a blue Hungarian wooden shield with a gold rim. His horse is wbite, 
harnessed with trappings and brocaded cloth; its head is held by a mar-
tingale, its neck with a richly worked collar. 

The remaining twehe hussars form a gallery of Sarmatian types; young, 
middle-aged and elderly faces, bearded, clean shaven, others with mous-
taches only. Various sorts of head covering are worn: a top hat with a brim 
(similar to that in fashion in Burgundy in the fifteenth cen tury); a brim-
less top hat with metal band and plume holder; a conical fur cap also 
handed by metal (sometimes fitted with chin-straps and often worn over 
a skuli cap); a fiat Hungarian cap loith an up-turned, cuff-like brim 
notched and ornamented with a plume; and an inverted-bowl cap partly 
notched above the forehead. Basic costume components are repeated: the 
dolman, hose; boots with horsesboe-shaped heel protectors, and with the 
ankle wings of Scenę 2. 

These hussars are armed with lances (the iron heads are missing in 
many cases, perhaps an oversight of the painter) flying white pennons with 
a red cross. As in other scenes, the pennons are pointed toward the left 
indicating wind direction. Note Hungarian sabres and shields (See Appen-
dix, 1, 11 and I I I ) . 

Hussars were an important military formation in the Polish-Lithuanian 
army of the period. [This species of cavalry has been extensively treated 
by the aut hor in THE ARMS AND ARMOR ANNUAL for l y j y j Ą . - Ea.].ł Cre-
ated in Hungary in the second half of the fifteenth century under King 
Matthias Corvinus when fighting the Turks, the hussar cavalry incorporated 
oriental and West European features, along with national Hungarian ones. 
Hussars were first introduced in Poland as foreign mercenaries; soon 
polonized, they developed in the sixteenth century into a half-heavy, 
armoured cavalry. 

Scenę 4 (right): Detachment of fourteen heavy 
armoured horsemen approaching the ford (a 
modular group). The riders are arrayed in three 
rows. Fourteen faces are visible (the modular 
number); tops of helms in the background indi-
cate that the group is more numerous. The knight 
on the right wing wears a sallet with raised visor, 
the rest have typical 1510-iystyle Maximilian 
armets, Maximilian fuli armour with smooth or 
slightly fluted globular breastplates, and saddles 
with a high plate on the front bow. The horses 
are in fuli armour: chanfrons, crinets, peytrals 
and cruppers; stirrups are bows with short treads. 
Although knights normally carried a light demi-
lance which reąuired no lance-rest, in this paint-
ing they bear only long swords with large pom-
mels and S-shaped ąuillons; lances in this case 
must have been transported separately. 

These heavy, fuli suits of man and horse 
armour are surely of German manufacture. Good 
examples survive in European and American 
armouries, and much pertinent iconographical 
naterial has come down to us, in particular the 
luorks of Leonhard Beck, Hans Burgkmair the 
Elder and Albrecht Diirer. 
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Scenę 5 (above left): Commander of the heavy 
armoured horsemen. Head turned towards his 
sąuadron, torso towards the heholder; he is a man 
in his prime. Polish commanders always went 
into battle bareheaded to show their faces to 
their men in moments of confusion and anxiety. 
Like his men, he is dressed in fuli armour, but 
it is decorated with a gold chain, and his sword 
has a gilded pommel and ąuillons. His horse is 
superbly armoured. His identity is not certain: 
he may be Swierczowski or Sampolinski; both 
led Polish heavy cavalry that day. 

Scenę 6 (above centrę): Infantry marching to
wards the bridge. A regiment consisting of an 
officer and a group of soldiers; twenty-one faces 
are shown (a modular number). The two front 
soldiers are pushing a cannon. The moustached 
officer in a fancy red cap, mail collar and breast-
plate over a red jacket, holds a halberd; his right 
hand is raised as if giving an order. The soldiers' 
head coverings are of great variety: a sallet with 
moveable visor, an armet, a skull-cap with pen
dant ear- and nape-guards, a pointed skuli hel-
met; there is also a hat worn over a steel skuli-
secrete. Some men wear Hungarian caps, others 
are bare-headed. They wear jerkins with green 
or pink puff sleeves covered by elements of 
armour, i.e. breastplates, collars, vambraces. They 
carry pavese shields with vertical ridges down the 
middle, and pole-arms such as halberds, partisans, 
spears, winged spears and eel-spears (Appen-
dix iv, v). 
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Scenę 7 (above right): The Castle. Partly of 
masonry, partly of toood, it is shown half-ruined. 
In the centrę an arched gate, above it a very 
damaged roof, and on both sides round towers 
with loopholes and wooden machicolations (Ap-
pendix vi). 

Scenę 8 (left): Mounted hussar crossing the river. 
This man is another example of hussar cos-
tume and arms: a black hat with a gold band, 
ostrich feathers in the plunie holder, a brocaded 
dolman, and a long pink coat with loose sleeves 
which flutter bach from his shoulder. His sabre in 
a gilded scabbard hangs from the belt. The horse 
collar is adorned with a horsetail; the horse is 
white, with mane and taił dyed red (the fashion 
of eąuine dyeing ca me to Poland from the East; 
it was popular in various Orient al countries, as 
far as India). 

Scenę 9 (right): Four hussars crossing the river on 
fóot . fhree sport different headgear - hat, cap and 
honnet - and one is bareheaded. The one with the 
hat is wearing a scarf-like cloth belt. AU hołd high 
their Hungarian shields, as if protecting themsehes 
against arrows. They also have lances. 
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Scenę 10 (right): Five mounted hussars crossing 
the river. Hussars in typical eąuipment, all in hats, 
some of them put on over bonnets. They carry 
demi-lances with long iron heads, ani the itsual 
white pennons with red crosses. 

Scenę I I (far right): Five heavy armoured horse-
men crossing the river. Five knights with bearded 
Sarmatian features. All wear sallets and armets; 
one carries his helm. This is a detachment of the 
Radziwiłł prwate army: the rider in the centrę 
foreground holds up a lance terminating with the 
Radziwiłł colours: a red sąuare with three hlack, 
gold-mounted trumpets arranged in a pinwheel. 
The horses are almost totally submerged, nostrils 
and mouths barely above the surface. 

Scenę 12 (below): Officers of the heavy armoured 
cavalry reaching dry land. The knight on the left, 
with a purple toąue over a red bonnet, is probably 
Jan Tarnowski; his companion rides a horse with 
exceptionally fine bards ornamented with bosses 
of whirling rosettes. 

Scenę 13 (below, centrę): The bridge and the can-
non. The bridge of beams tied together floats on 
empty barrels, partly discernible under the water. 
Here the critical moment of transporting a heavy 
field gun is depicted with great technical know-
ledge and precision. The piece's barrel, reinforced 
at the muzzle and in the middle, has protruding 
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" dolphins" and a ąuadrant, and is mounted on an 
iron-reinforced wooden carriage. It is being drag-
ged by seven soldiers (a modular number) 
dressed in jerkins, stockings and boots, armed in 
various helmets and pieces of armour; two have 
swords. Their commander is clothed in German 
style, with a red toque, black stockings and a 
slashed doublet of golden colour lined with red. 

It is the similarity of this cannon to the 
one etched by Diirer in 1518 that caused the 
polemics between Białostocki and Stefańska. 
There are three possible conclusions: first, our 
painter based his version on the Diirer etching, 
which could have reached Cracow soon after 
1518; second, Diirer saw the Battle and, attracted 
by the image of the cannon in its foreground, 
based his work on the painted one; or, third, 
both artists drew on some other, now-lost or as 
yet undiscovered illustration. Some new obser-
vations may be made on the congruencies and 
disparities between the two yersions: Diirer's 
much slimmer cannon has a catch in the błock 
behind the barrel that is exactly shown; in the 
Orsha gun the same detail is not explicit. On the 
other hand, Orsha's iron mounts are more nu-
merous and technically absolutely correct. A fea-
ture hitherto overlooked is that one Diirer wheel 
has seven spokes, the corresponding Orsha six. 

SECTION II: PREPARATION FOR BATTLE 
ON THE POLISH-LITHUANIAN SIDE 
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Scenę 14 (below right): Three hussars or light 
horse drying themselves on the bank. Three sol
diers, two lying on their backs with their shields 
under their heads, and one lying on his słomach 
(with a bow across his arm and arrows in a 
quiver at the back), are pouring water out of 
their boots. Two sabres and a sword are on the 
ground. 
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Scenę 15 (above): Troop of horsemen serving 
"Tartar style". Fourteen riders (a modular num-
ber) hidden in a smali wood. Their eąuipment 
is similar to that of the hussars but less uniform, 
more oriental: fur-tńmmed and pointed caps 
pretiail, also a sort of dolman. There are six lances 
and one Hungarian shield; most of the men carry 
bows in plain leather cases; all are armed with 
Hungarian-style sabres. Dolmans are tied with 
scarf belts in which are thrust buzdygan maces, 
and, in one case, a war flail consisting of a metal 
bali on a chain and smali haft. The horses wear 
no covertures, their trappings are of red straps 
(Appendix vii, VIII). 

Scenę 16 (above, centrę): Seven hussars at rest, 
conversing after the crossing (a modular num-
ber). A group portrait. Head coverings as seen 
before: hats rimmed with metal, or Hungarian 
caps adorned with eagle feathers. 

Scenę 17 (above right): Heavy armoured knights 
at rest after crossing the river. One of the seven 
(a modular number) is standing by his horse 
and leaning against the saddle (a war hammer is 
thrust through a ring at the pommel); another 
is reclining on a saddle on the ground; the rest 
are standing. One of them has donned his helm; 
two are wearing toąues; the others, bonnets used 
as a padding under helms. They hołd lances and 
carry swords at their belts; one is resting his 
hand on a war hammer. 
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Scenę 18 (below, far left): Two knights drying 
themselves on the bank. One, in cuirass, is lying 
on his słomach and shaking the water out of his 
boots; the other, in bonnet, white shirt, bose, 
and stockings, is pulling on the loops attached 
to his shoes. Armament elements are scattered 
all around: an armet heltn, a cuirass, a collar, a 
sword and a war hammer. 

Scenę 19 (left): Mounted military band. The 
band consists of a drummer and three trumpeters. 
The drummer, in German attire, is wearing a 
black toąue with feathers and a golden-colour 
jerkin, and holds pad-headed drumsticks; kettle-
drums are decorated with a red drum-cloth (the 
other drum is hidden by the horse). Two trum
peters are blowing their pitched, unvalved trum-
pets, the third is resting. Trumpets were used 
for setting marching pace and for transmitting 
orders. The musicians are in fancy dress: red 
toąues with tali feathers, a checkered cap, and 
dolmans or jerkins of glaring colours (Appen-
dix ix). 
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Scenę 20 (above): G r o u p of infantrymen opening fire. Six soldiers (one 
only partly visible), three of them firing matchlock guns aimed upward 
at an angle of about jo"; (this may be a distortion of perspectwe). One 
man is about to insert the ramrod into the barrel. AU three barrels are 
reinforced at the muzzles and full-stocked almost to the end; locks have 
rearward-falling serpentines. Butts are held to the cheek in the manner 
that was to survive in German wheellocks into the 1750's. One man wears 
a cuirass, another an iron skuli piece. AU have swords - blade tip protrude 
out of the damaged scabbard at the extreme left and right of the Scenę. 
There is a white cap, a hat over a bonnet, a red jerkin, and a green sleeve-
less doublet. Accoutrements include a bullet bag, a smali black powder-
horn and a bandolier for cartridges; note hook on the muzzle of gun being 
loaded: often called "rampart hooks", they were more likely warring spikes 
(Appendix x). 

Scenę 21 (right): Self-portrait of the artist? A bearded, bareheaded man 
sits on a stump amidst shrubs at the river bank. The only unarmed and 
unarmoured man on the battle field, he is clad in a black jerkin, yellow 
stockings and short, wide, backless slippers. His right hand is raised in 
an odd gesture with a curious twist of the fingers. Thus far overlooked by 
scholars, this figurę is probably the painter, who is portraying himself 
either as an eyewitness to the battle or as a vicarious, purely symbolic 
" participant". 

Scenę 22 (above centrę): Laying an ambush for the enemy. Herę Duke 
Ostrogski, commander-in-chief of the Polish-Lithttanian forces, appears 
for the second time - a phenomenon consented by the techniąue of sim-
idtaneous portrayal of successwe events. He is giving orders for hiding 
artillery in the wood. Attired as in Scenę 2, his right arm is stretched 
foriuard in a commanding gesture (Appendix xi). Iwo aides-de-camp with 
Hungarian shields follow him; one holds the heraldic pennon of Scenę 2. 

The two serpentines have polyhedral barrels reinforced at the muzzles 
and breeches; the trails of the carriages are blocked. The master of artillery 
who is readying them appears to be the German who commanded the 
pontoon crossing; he wears the same red toąue, golden-coloured jerkin and 
sword at his belt. Next to him is a gunner holding the rammer. There are 
also tool boxes and various items of artillery eąuipment, including com-
passes (Appendix xi and xn). 
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Scenę 23 (above): The Great Detachment of heavy armoured horsemen. 
The largest contingent of Polisb knigbts, about eight stand mounted in 
each of five rows. They are armed and eąuipped almost uniformly: armets 
of Maximilian style, visors raised; fuli armour with globular, sligbtly fluted 
breast-plates; lances with triangular wbite pennons with red crosses; lances 
(possibly demi-lances: their staffs are rather thin), long two-handed swords 
with round pommels and S-shaped ąuillons; saddles with large plate-bows; 
horses in bards. AU knigbts are shown in left profile - only one, in the 
centrę, is facing the beholder. Above is a big red banner on a spiked shaft. 
Next to the banner are the three musicians of Scenę 19. 

Scenę 24 (left): Leader of the heavy armoured troops. This is probably 
the same high officer who led the knigbts to the ford, Scenę 5 : Swierc-
zowski or Sampolinski. His features are sligbtly changed by the angle. Still 
witbout helm, he holds an all-metal buzdygan mace. His horse is in fuli 
armour - but not that shown in Scenę 5 - with plate neck defence, and 
handsome volutes on the peytral and crupper. 
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SECTION I I I : POLISH-LITHUANIAN FORCES IN COMBAT 

Scenę 25 (above): Polish infantry. 
First linę: Seven heavily armoured soldiers (modular group) two of 

whom wear armour skirts or tonlets extending to the knees. Used chiefly 
in Germany for tournament combat on foot, this is surely artistic licence, 
sińce it would seem to have been pointless to take such unwieldy and 
unmilitary armour into battle in the steppes and marshes of Russia. The 
first of these soldiers, in an armet with raised visor, is fighting with an 
eel-spear, the second, in a closed bicoque helm (normally also tournament 
armour), wields a winged spear (Appendix XIII). The other five men 
stand between the cannons, perhaps as defenders; they are wielding parious 
types of pole-arms. 

Second line: Eleven shield-bearers in armets and sallets make a pavese 
wali. 
Third line: Seven infantrymen (modular number) shoot matchlock 
guns straight ahead; they are wearing scalę helmets, burgonets or steel 
skulls. 
Fourth line: Six infantrymen are preparing matchlocks for shooting: 
note ramrods in use; helmets and Hungarian caps are worn. 
Fiftb line: Seven soldiers (modular number) shoot high for unaimed, 
maximum rangę. Guns are abutted on the left cheeks, surely a liberly 
of the painter: he may have wished to show the act of aiming. 

Scenę 26 (below, right): Artillery of the first line. In front of the infan
try array is a bat tery of eleven serpentine guns in position; they are similar 
to those in the ambush, Scenę 22. 
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Scenę 27 (above, centrę): Attack of the light horse on the right wing of 
the f ron t array. A group of mounted archers shooting Tartar style, and 
bussars with demi-lances and sabres. Shields are of rounded Turkish and 
pointed Hungarian styles. A red banner is held by bearer in a hithuanian 
fur cap. At the top of the scenę an unhorsed Muscovite flees - in his hastę 
he has lost his helmet. At the bottom, a gun and gunner. 

Scenę 28 (left): Hussar charging. A hussar swinging a sabre back-handed. 
This stance will be repeated several times (Appendix xiv). In the foreground 
a leader with a buzdygan mace. 

Scenę 29 (above, right): Attack of the light horse at the left wing of the 
f ront detachment . This formation of horsemen is similar to that m Scenę 
2j: there are riders moro Tartarico and hussars. This part of the picture 
stands out for its high precision of details in figures and eąuipment, but 
the battle melee still makes fuli orientation difficult. The twenty-six riders 
are arrayed in rows of four, plus two leaders in front. In the first row the 
hussars attack directly with lances lowered; one hussar has a peculiar cap 
with a pointed top and brim divided into four parts with raised flaps, a 
single eagle's feather in front (Appendix xv). Three of the four, with 
lances half bowed, carry Hungarian shields, the fourth a round Turkish 
one. There are also five archers, their Asiatic-style reflex bows strongly 
bent, fletches drawn up to eye level; one archer is taking his bow out of 
the case. A bearded tnan in a brown toąue is holding a green banner. The 
riders are dressed in hussar costume or in jerkins and doublets; they are 
girded with fabric or chain belts into which are thrust tnaces, war flails or 
kourbashes. They have half-length boots with typical hussar wings, long-
neckcd spurs, and hoop stirrups. 
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Scenę 30 (above): At tack of the hussar t roop f r o m 
the r ight Pol ish wing against the Muscovi te de-
tachment of the lef t hand . This troop also consisls 
of twenty-six riders, for symmetry with Scenę 29. 
Herę dli are wearing uniform hats and do lmans , 
and carry demi-lances and Hungarian shields. In 
their leader's raised hand a buzdygan mace is 
poised for a blow; next to him a hussar is coiled 
for a backhand sabre slash ( c f . Scenę 28). Lances 
are lowered; to the right of the leader a lance is 
being thrust with both hands. The banner is a 
white eagle on a red ground, the national emblem 
of Poland. 

Scenę 31 ( r ight) : H e t m a n Os t rogsk i giving the 
order of pu r su i t . He is seen for the third time 
in the same attire, this time wielding a buzdygan 
mace. He exhorts the group of Lithuanian Tartars 
to pursue the enemy. He is having difficulty 
making himself heard in the din: some riders are 
turning their heads toward him ąuestioningly -
it is in fact recorded that Ostrogski shouted him
self completely hoarse during the bat tle. He is 
followed by his aides-de-camp, the hussar and the 
pennon-bearer. 
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Scenę 32 (right): A troop of Lithuanian Tartar 
cavalry. A group of riders in high, whiłe sugar-
loaf caps, some worn over steel skull-secretes, 
dressed in kaftans and sleeveless ąuilted doublełs, 
armed with sabres and bows, some of them shoot-
ing. They fight under a blue Lithuanian banner. 
Their leader in a turban helmet holds a bow in 
his left hand and has a sabre at his belt (Appen-
dix xv i ) . 

During the fifteenth century, the Grand Dukes 
of Lithuania took large numbers of prisoners in 
wars against the Tartar Khanates. Some of these 
were given land in Lithuania for homesteading 
with the obligation of military service to the 
dukes. In this scenę we have a very rare, perhaps 
uniąue, portrayal of such a group. 

Scenę 33 (below): Combat between the Lithua
nian Tartars and the Muscovites. This fragment 
of the painting is hard to decipher with the naked 
eye: the camera is of great aid here. In a violent 
clash between the Muscovite cavalry and the 
Lithuanian Tartars, the Tartar array is upset, 
many are killed, others tum their horses for 
flight. The Tartars' eąuipment, their caps over 
steel skuli pieces and their ąuilted doublets, are 
easily seen (Appendix xvii). One may also study 
the differences between the Tartars and the 
Muscoirites, described in the next section. 
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Scenę 34 (above): T w o hussars in pursui t of Muscovite riders. Hussars 
with lowered lances attack three Muscovite riders turning to flee - one 
defends himself with a sabre, the otbers with bows. The hussar in the 
joreground has a mente cloak lined with ermine, at his saddle smali signal 
drums; he would seem to be a leader (Appendix XVIII,). 

Scenę 35 (left): Hussar commander in pursui t . A mounted officer in 
brocaded dolman and with a raised buzdygan mace is chasing two Mus-
covites fleeing on foot. 
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Scenę 36 (below, left): T w o moribund Polish-
Lithuanian fighters. Almost crushed by a crowd 
of Muscovile riders, a wounded knight in fuli 
armour and a wounded hussar, both on foot, are 
still fighting, but their position is hopeless. 

Scenę 37 (below): Slain hussar. At the centrę, 
a slain hussar lying on the ground amidst Mus-
covites. In the foreground, a scvered head. 
Though death and mutilation on the Polish-Lith-
uanian side are played down in this painting, 
such occasional views acknowledge that pictory 
was not achieved without both. 
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S E C T I O N IV: T H E A L L I E D V I C T O R Y 

Scenę 38 (above): The Great Detachment of the Muscovite forces. A mass 
of about a hundred riders under a pale red banner. Most are stern, bearded 
men. At the right flank (toward bottom of scenę) and in the middle, they 
stand immobile but alert and ready for the order to engage. On the left 
flank (top), however, the army is beginning to retreat under the impact 
of the hussar charge. A large portion of the Muscovites tum to flee. 

Russian costumes and eąuipment are nearly uniform in style: a helmet 
with pointed skuli, sometimes with a gold rim, sometimes with a fluted 
surface, in some cases with attached cheek pieces, the spiked finial decorated 
with a smali pennon in white (the tradition of helmet pennons goes back to 
Parthian Persia). Along with the helmets, white, fur-trimmed, sugar-loaf-
shaped caps are worn, decorated in front with a medallion (Appendix xix). 
Most of the riders are boyars, i.e. the nobility of Muscovy; they wear ar-
mours called bekhters, made of smali, slightly curved plates fastened 
together with mail. Bekhters are here rendered in a silvery colour, which 
means pure iron, but sometimes the stripes of plates are alternately silver 
and gold. These armours are worn over thick Russian ąuilted teghilay kaf-
tans with puffed sleeves. Hose or trousers are very puffed, the red boots 
have turned-up points in the Mongolian style; stirrups are hooped. 

There are some smali, round Persian-style shields. Horse trappings 
are of ~dark thongs with gilded mounts. The offensiue arms are sabres in 
the Turkish fashion, axes in the Persian, and, above all, bows of Asiatic 
reflex type, the quivers held at the right. A specific style of riding may 
be obsewed: very short stirrups oblige the rider to hend his legs sharply, 
•knees high. Saddles have sąuare leather guards on both sides. 
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Scenc 39 ( lef t ) : Russian Commander- in-chief . 
This is most probably the white-bearded Czeladnin, 
commander of all Muscovite forces, appointed by 
the Grand Duke Vassili. He wears a sable cap 
with a top oj wbite felt, a blue ribbon and a 
huge gold ornament set with a ruby (caps of 
similar rank are still preserved in the Armoury 
of the Kremlin in Moscow). He is clad in a long 
brocaded kaftan bordered with ermine, and a 
purple sleeveless outer garment; at his back, a 
quiver fiiled with arrows; his boots have upturned 
toes, his spurs smali rowels, his stirrups are 
hooped; he rides a white stallion, and is raising 
his arm high, as if giving an order (Appendix xx). 

Scenę 40 (r ight) : Vangua rd in combat . On the 
right flank, standing a little back, the leader of 
the vanguard in a fur-trimmed white cap, and a 
red kaftan lined with ermine, is mounted on a 
white horse. All around him boyars in helmets 
and bekh te r s . Riders arrayed in long rows. The 
two front rows are in a fierce struggle: bow-
strings drawn to eye level with thumb and fore-
finger, sabres and axes in motion, a bu ł awa mace 
with a globular head. Here there is plenty of 
blood and many fallen dead. On the left flank 
(top) the fighting turns into a rout. 
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Scenę 41 (below, far left) . Defeat of the right-hand 
detachment. Complete chaos. Muscovites are 
fighting desperately and peńshing everywhere. 
A Muscovite leader is shown top right. The 
riders are pushed to the rwer, many fali from 
their horses (one backwards, still holding his 
sahre: dressed in a yellow kaftan with a bekhter 
thrown over white trousers and high boots, he 
bas already lost his helmet). Blood drenches the 
sandy heach, men and horses drown, the hands of 
the drowning clutch wildly, white felt caps drift 
in the current; a big white banner trails in the 
water. 

Scenę 42 (below): Dying Muscoyite fighters. Much 
as Scenę 41. Men trampled under hoof, etc. 

42 
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Scenę 43 (above): Flight of a Muscovite com-
mander. 7« the middle, the half-figure of an 
escaping Muscovite commander, probably Golica. 
He is shown with a large face and red beard; he 
wears the sable cap of a dignitary; his flight is 
couered by an archer shooting back (Appendix 
xxi) . Some Russian historians have attńbuted 
the Muscovite defeat to discord and rancour be-
tween Czeladnin and Golica, even imputing to 
the former an act of treachery.9 

Scenę 44 (right): Combat of the left hand de-
tachment. The mass of the Muscovite cavalry 
partly still advancing, parlly already retreating; 
some riders are raising both arms, as if asking 
ąuarter; many fali dead and wounded. (Appendix 
xxii) . 
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Scenę 45 (right): Retreat of the great detachment 
and of the left-hand detachment. Riders mostly 
sbown from the back as they flee under a wbite 
banner. Wounded soldiers luith horses at the 
edge of the wood, others hidden behind trees. 
Confusion and defeat. 

Scenę 46 (below): Four Muscovite riders in 
flight. They appear to be discussing the odds of 
survival in sonie hiding place in the wood. 
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t ? 

THE FOLLOWING SCENES A RE NOT INDICATED IN 
THE SCHEMA ON PAGES 114-15 , BUT FOR REFERENCE 
CONSISTENCY THEY FOLLOW THE NUMBERING 
SEQUENCE OF THE BLACK-AND-WHITE SCENES. 
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Scenes 47 & 4 8 . TAe O r j A a cannon compared 
with the one by Albrecht Diirer: they are nearly 
identical. See discussion of Scenę 13, p. 121. 

Scenę 4 9 . Comprehenswe view of Scenes 3, 9 
and 10. 
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Scenę 50. De taił of Scenę 30. 

Scenę 51. Detail of Scenę 38. 

Scenę 52. Comprehensive view of Scenes 24, 25, 
26 and 29. 
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C O N C L U S I O N 

This wealth of details and inherent evidence may help us arrive at a 
hypothesis about the creation of so remarkable a work. The Polish mono-
graphers of the Battle, Herbst and Walicki, feel that its author must have 
been an eyewitness. He has certainly proved his excellent knowledge of the 
topography, of the participants and of the various actions of the battle, in 
particular the preludes such as the Polish-Lithuanian crossing of the Dnieper 
and the arraying of both armies, then the decisive phases of the confrontation; 
he even portrayed the commanders and officers of both sides. Clearly he 
was schooled in this genre of painting - one that originated in the circle 
of Cranach the Elder - and employed with great skill all the contemporary 
formulas for depicting knights and soldiers (popularised throughout Europę 
by woodcuts and engravings, among them those of Albrecht Diirer). It is 
difHcult to believe that such a work could have been bom out of free 
imagination and pieced together from second-hand graphics; surely the 
artist must have made preliminary drawings in situ and then started to 
execute his work in oils not much later, using a good many veterans as 
models and all manner of eąuipment as props. Moreover, King Sigismund 
rewarded Hetman Ostrogski with a triumphal entrance into Wilna shortly 
after the victory. Triumphal corteges in those days consited of the units 
that had contributed most to the victory, of captives in original dress and 
armour, and of trophies carried in special waggons. This may have been 
another model source for our painter. He showed the armaments and 
costumes, the lineaments and tonsorial styles, not only of the main 
protagonists - Poles, Lithuanians and Muscovites - but also of the German-
style heavy armoured horsemen, of the Hungarian-style hussars and of the 
Tartar light cavalry. He painted them all in action, from all sides, without 
subordinating their specific functions at Orsha to the painterly desire of 
stressing shape, colour and composition. 

Nevertheless, nothing is flawless. Our author did, in fact, make some 
errors and left some incongruities to puzzle us; and he is clearly partisan 
to the victors (who were, after all, paying his fee). For one thing, he tried 
to give "his" side better tone, status, prestige, as witness the superlative 
but also excessive armour of the heavy cavalry and infantry, and the 
tournament tonlets (Scenę 25 - spectacular as these were, they could not 
have been of much use that day on the Dnieper banks); and it is doubtful 
that a tilting bicoąue, popular about 1440, would have been worn in that 
battle. But some gilding-the-lily was applied to the Muscovites. There is 
a not entirely credible profusion of very expensive bekhter armour and of 
silks and brocades and other finements. These were worn only by com
manders and high boyars, but surely not, as the picture would have it, by 
almost every rider in the fray. 

That death and carnage is the lot of the Muscovites far more than 
of the Allies has been remarked upon; but even where these realities are 
admitted, they are prettified much as in all propagandistic war pictures 
everywhere, anytime; the viewer is spared the true unspeakableness of war. 

The dispute on the cannon remains unstilled. Diirer could have seen 
the painting between, say, 1515 and 1518 at the Imperial court, for it may 
well have been a gift from Sigismund I to the Emperor Maximilian (the 
Jagiellons were always keen to impress Vienna with their might). 

The Battle of Orsha,,then, is one of the five or six most important 
monuments of military iconography of sixteenth century Europę. It may be 
compared with such eminent works as Albrecht Altdorfer's Battle of Alexan-
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der and Jorg Breu's Battle of Zama, but these were born of free imagination, 
while Orsha comes cłose to being pure reportage. It can certainly bear 
favourable comparison with other great didactic commemorative monuments, 
such as Trajan's column and the Bayeux and Pavia tapestries. It is also 
admirable as a documentation of the polychrome collisions and fusions 
between East and West. 

APPENDICES 
The following drawings by Eva Zygulska will clarify many aspects and details 
not easily discerned in the halftone reproductions. 
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I . Hussar riding stances: Scenęs 3 and II. 

I I . Hussar hats: for example, Scenes 1-3, 
8-10, 13 and 16, as well as many scattered 
specimens elsewhere. 

I I I . Hussar shields: Scenes 3 and 9, and 
scattered examples elsewhere. Lance: many 
in various scenes - e.g. 16, 19, etc. III 
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IV. Helmets of the heavy cavalry and light 
infantry of both sides: Scenes 6, 34 and 36, 
and scattered examples. 

V. Pole-arms of the infantry of both sides: 
most scenes. 

VI. The castle: Scenę 7. 

VII. Maces carried by the Polish-Lithuanian 
light cavalry "Tartar style": Scenę 15. 

VIII. Polish-Lithuanian light cavalry "Tartar 
style": Scenę 
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IX 

XI 

XII 

IX. 77?e (probably Germans): Scenę 19. 

X. Shooting and loading: Scenę 20. The 
chain-like objects worn by the loader are 
probably wooden carłridges. Note absence of 
coiled matchcord: łhese matchlocks are being 
used as tinderlocks, i.e. a bit of tow in the 
fermie of the serpentine is set aglow from 
a nearby stationary fire source just before 
shooting. 

XI. Duke Ostrogsky: Scenę 22. 

XII. Cannoneers (Germans?). Scenę 22. 

XIII. Polish-Lithuanian heavy armoured in-
fantry: Scenę 2$. 

XIV. Hussar charging: Scenę 28. 
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XV. Headgear oj light cavalry. 

XVI. Leader o} Lithnanian Tartars. Scenę 32. 

XVII. Lithuanian Tartar. Scenę JJ . 

XVIII. Hussar in pursuit. Scenę 34. 

XIX. Muscovite headgear. 
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XX. Commander of the Muscovites; Scenę 39. 

XXI. Muscovite archer.- Scenę 41. 

XXII. Muscovite heavy archer: Scenę 44. 
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N O T E S 
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